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After acquiring a masters degree from European Design Labs in Madrid, 
Ghassan Salameh set up his studio in Beirut to focus on light, furniture and 
object designs, gaining from an accumulated experience in print and digital 
graphics, product design, set design, web and digital interactive design.
 
As an interdisciplinary conceptual and solution oriented designer, his projects 
occupy an in-between space where product design and conceptual art meet. 
Contemporary and experimental, his work is inspired by details from daily life, 
often unnoticed yet crucial in shaping our experiences. More importantly, 
it pays tribute to local craftsmanship and presents it with new possibilities. 
As a child observing his father, a metal craftsman, at work, he began to 
think of design as a way to preserve a dying tradition by restoring its original 
function: problem solving.

He believes that design is about challenging traditional craftsmanship by 
creating new complexities of form and technique and opening it to new 
territory; that each object he designs and produces is a celebration of a 
successful marriage of concept and labor, a fusion of creativity, expertise, 
history, technology and method.

His experimentation with different materials found in the local market, is a 
further acknowledgment of traditional handicraft pushed across new limits.
 
In principle, his work is about having the process of production visible in the 
final product even if subtly where each step of the work is expressed as both 
design and artistry.



—
Light Centric Installations



Magma Lighthing Collection
—
Magma Lighting Fixtures is a collection of lighting installations resulting 
from an ongoing experimentation with geometric arabesque patterns 
common to traditional Islamic architecture and design. The designs in this 
collection take the infinite extendibility of lines in the arabesque patterns 
and deconstruct them into their basic geometric shapes. They are 
produced from metal sheets cut with high precision using advanced laser 
cutting technology and stacked to reproduce the arabesque composition 
in the form of a 3D metal structure which is then fused with glass before 
being sandblasted.

The variations of the structure’s shape, the temperature, the cooling and 
the quality of glass produce an unpredictable model each time.

A very old technique, glass is fused with the metal structure, taking its 
form and concealing it when there is no light source.
Only when illuminated does the subtle layering of the metal grids covered 
with glass reveal its beauty, reconstructing visually the arabesque 
patterns that initially inspired it. 

Thought to repeat infinitely, arabesque patterns infused in the Magma 
Lighting Fixtures design produce differences that make them infinitely 
unique. Wishing to disassemble the pattern and reassemble it again 
differently, these pieces address the possibility of producing contemporary 
Islamic design, faithful to its origins while being relevant to the younger 
generation suitable for residential to retail and public spaces.
 
It was first conceived and realized in 2011. Since then, it has been a 
continuous experiment. It was first presented during the Beirut Design 
Week 2014 and it received acclaim from design critics and was featured in 
Domus magazine.

—
Date: 2014
Client: Beirut Design Week 2014
Location: Beirut, Lebanon





Well
—
Previously a silk factory, “La Magnanerie” still preserves some of it’s 
history. An old water well was turned into a light fountain, distributing 
light to its surrouding a shedding light on this historical location.

Different light sources were placed to interact with water hoses and 
tubes creating a lighting sculpture with unexpected effects.

The site specific lighting installation by Ghassan Salameh Studios was 
exhbited during the common fest event, May 2015.

—
Date: 2015
Client: CommonFest 2015
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



In-Harmony
—
By creating environments where light, sound, smell, taste, and touch unite 
harmoniously, our senses are aroused positively, helping us build pleasant 
mental imprints of such environments. 

On the occasion of the Beirut Design Week 2015, In-Harmony collaborative 
created a multi-sensorial experience which aims at transforming indoor 
living spaces through a harmonious collaboration of sense-inducing 
elements.

In-Harmony is the collaboration of a group of designers coming from 
various sensorial backgrounds:
 Ghassan Salameh Studio - Lighting
Greenstudios sal - Mutated Landscapes
21dB - Acoustic Solutions 

—
Date: 2015
Client: Beirut Design Week 2015
Location: Beirut, Lebanon





Al Dar
—
Traditionally known to be the meeting point of all rooms, Al Dar represents 
an ultimate multi-sensorial experience conceived to demonstrate that 
when all of our senses are combined and aroused harmoniously, we are 
presented with a positive and lasting mental imprint that renders our 
experience of this space natural, enjoyable and well-balanced. This way, 
not only are indoor living spaces optimized, but design becomes also truly 
enriching and human-oriented.



Al Majlis
—
The story of how nature reclaims its existence begins with simple 
moss formation in damp gaps and holes of broken walls. 
Al Majlis mimics how nature always prevails, finding its way back even 
through windows of abandoned houses, taking over elements bit by bit. 

This room is a symbolic representation of how nature can and should 
be integrated in our living spaces, demonstrating how a touch of green 
can embellish our surroundings and impact our daily lives.  Through 
‘Mutated Landscapes’, we aim at introducing nature where it was 
once thought impossible, proving that modern cities should not be 
necessarily deprived from nature. 
 
Because in the end, nature always wins.



Al Hammam
—
Known as a public space in some eastern cultures, the concept of 
sharing a “so-called” intimate moment is not very unusual. Like the 
traditional hammam, a steam room filled with natural smells and 
senses, this room invites the visitors to interact with the natural 
elements of the space and live the “hammam” experience in a 
pleasant way. By sitting on the loofas or touching them, the smell of 
the underneath tree leaves is activated, enabling a comforting and 
enjoyable experience. 



Al Mazaq
—
Smell and taste are inseparable senses, contributing largely to our 
enjoyment of life, to our emotions, and our state of mind. When the 
smell is triggered positively, the palate becomes irresistibly tempted. 
Using healthy “organic” fresh vegetables and herbscharacterized by a 
strong nice smell, this room aims at arousing the sense and curiosity 
of taste in gueststhrough simple and basic ingredients, helping them 
reconnect with “culinary” living spaces in the most natural way. 



Al Sukoun
—
Auditory cues are the most important signal providing us with 
information about our environment. We hear back and forth, up and 
down, day and night, and we can never shut our hearing off. 

Al Sukoon aims at creating an extreme sound-absorbing environment 
in which our sense of hearing is dramatically enhanced with respect to 
our other senses.

As a result, we are able to perceive a space sonically and recognize the 
importance of good acoustic design in our places of living, working and 
being.



Al Noor
—
Light is all around us, existing in many intensities and shapes. Vital 
to any form of life, it can become a source of discomfort for human 
beings in living spaces if used randomly. In this environment, light is 
subtly integrated in the room through an abstract installation in an 
attempt to offer an alternative lighting solution. As noticed, it plays with 
the rug object, transforming its function to become a lighting element 
by workingon the interaction between light and metal surfaces. This 
way, what the eye perceives is only the reflection of the light upon the 
metal weaved mesh and onto the indoor space in different angles and 
intensities, creating a visually attractive and eye-comforting environment 
where the individual will be at ease to spend long periods of time.



Al Noor Installation
—
Light is all around us, existing in many intensities and shapes. Vital 
to any form of life, it can become a source of discomfort for human 
beings in living spaces if used randomly. In this environment, light is 
subtly integrated in the room through an abstract installation in an 
attempt to offer an alternative lighting solution. As noticed, it plays 
with the rug object, transforming its function to become a lighting 
element by working on the interaction between light and metal 
surfaces. This way, what the eye perceives is only the reflection of 
the light upon the metal weaved mesh and onto the indoor space 
in different angles and intensities, creating a visually attractive and 
eye-comforting environment where the individual will be at ease to 
spend long periods of time. The installation was recreated as a site 
specific piece that interacts with vitrine and facade of the store as well 
as the entrance and indoor area of the gallery. It has expanded to be 
composed of 16 unique handcrafted, metal weaved tapestries. Each 
piece is unique in its weaving pattern, material and color combinations 
combining red copper, brass, stainless steel and black metal.

—
Date: 2015
Client: Iwan Maktabi
Location: Beirut, Lebanon







Design Days Dubai
—
Date: 2016
Client: Design Days Dubai 2016
Location: Dubai, UAE



Residential
Interactive Panels Installation
—
Date: 2016
Client: Private
Location: Beirut, Lebanon





Boutique Le Chocolat
Lighting Central Feature
—
Date: 2015
Client: Memory Lane
Location: Beirut, Lebanon





Totems
Lighting Sculptures
—
This intervention is presented in the form of a site-specific installation that integrates daylight 
design and sculpture through creating detached light fixtures that can exist as stand-alone art 
objects.

The idea behind this intervention is derived from the practice of Daylighting Design that tends 
to integrate architectural elements that control the intensity, glare, and direction of the sunlight 
and daylight in specific areas inside the building. The installation comprises of five design 
variations with reflective objects emulating the shapes of concave lenses, fans and blades. 

The sculptures are designed to maximize the reflection of the direct sunlight as well as amplify 
the light from the embedded LEDs. 

These reflections are unpredictable and a various set of lighting effects could appear based on 
numerous factors such as: the direction and intensity of the light as well the design of reflectors 
in each of the sculptures, be it a a concave lens, a folded fan, a bladed hemisphere etc..
 
At the end, each sculpture, acts as a lighting fixture offering beautiful lighting effects while 
utilizing as little energy as possible in the process.

—
Date: 2016
Client: Beirut Design Week 2016
Location: Beirut, Lebanon









—
Products & Collections



Arthropod Collection
—
The Arthropod Line – Distinguished by their exoskeleton and jointed, high-mobility 
limbs, arthropods are one of the most omnipresent groups of living organisms on 
the planet. 

Remarkably, the enormous variety of eye designs and light-capturing mechanisms 
found in various arthropod species alludes to the extent to which nature has 
innately attempted to develop solutions for helping its fellows in overcoming 
their visual limitations… Thus comes the inspiration for this line of steel fixtures, 
focusing most of all on versatility in favor of the general, specific, or exceptional 
mood in any given space. The fixtures are made out of raw iron, gold brass, red 
copper and polished stainless steel attached together by multi-directional hand-
milled hinges all along the axles. Each joint rotates in 4 different angles allowing 
the user to direct and redirect the lighting according to the space’s need. 

The light source at the top of the fixture is also hand molded allowing a mixture of 
raw and polished finishing. The collection is a limited edition collection offered to 
design collectors and design enthusiasts alike . The buying of the pieces usually 
happens by bespoke orders with a production frame of four weeks. 

The collection originally started with a floor lamp extending to 3 meters tall at its 
most expanded form but later evolved to contain more apartment friendly sizes 
with different materials and finishings. The smaller sizes extend up to 1 meter in 
heigh and occupy a square of 50 cm x 50 cm.

Today the arthropod collection offers 5 different models each with a different 
material and color option.

—
Date: 2015
Client: Ghassan Salameh Studio
Location: Beirut, Lebanon







Walking Chair
—
The Walking Chair is an expandable set of seats, each made of one 
metal rod bent in different angles and directions. The multiple rods 
could be stacked altogether to form one stylish chair, or decomposed 
into a bench-like fixture accommodating several seats.

All in all, the Walking Chair is a originally designed space saver.

Similar to the rest of the Arthropod Collection, and besides being a 
practical solution for both interior and exterior spaces, this element 
aims to give a feel of raw, unpolished movement.

—
Date: 2013
Client: Ghassan Salameh Studio
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



Single Line Chair
—
Date: 2013
Client: Ghassan Salameh Studio
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



Side Sliding Drawers
—
The drawers unconventionally slide sideways following an innovative 
mechanical system instead of outward and inward movement where the 
object still occupies less space while still performing its full function.

The finishing follows the same feel of the arthropod line, a raw stainless 
steel finishing preserving the process of work in its final representative 
form.

—
Date: 2013
Client: Ghassan Salameh Studio
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



Sardine Can Closet
—
The Sardine Can Closet is a simple, direct magnification of the Sardine 
Can, repurposed into a packing system in the form of a closet.

This closet could be used as a multi purpose shelving or a hanging 
system.

The finishing follows also the industrial raw feel presented in all of the 
other products. Built out of black steel for both the skin and the foldable 
blades, it still holds the process of work in its final representation.

—
Date: 2013
Client: Ghassan Salameh Studio
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



Fireworks & Explosions
—
Explosions are incidents holding always a negative connotation.

Usually those events leave physical, material and emotional damage 
causing people to be traumatized for a period of time.

This project tends to transform this idea of explosions by shedding light 
on a different angle, where explosions could become visually beautiful 
events.

The final outcome is a comical way of depicting explosions, making the 
viewer more comfortable in dealing and accepting this incident.

—
Date: 2012
Client: IED 
Location: Madrid, Spain





Broken Disc
—
Date: 2012
Client: Ghassan Salameh Studio
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



—
Lighting Design 
& Interior Design



Teleferique
Cabinet Renovation 
—
Date: 2015
Client: Telefrique Harissa
Location: Beirut, Lebanon





Banque Du Liban Accelerate 
Creative Direction & Venue Design
—
Date: 2015
Client: Memory Lane
Location: Beirut, Lebanon







Interior Design Space
—
Date: 2016
Client: Commercial space
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



Memory Lane 
Lighting Design
—
Date: 2015
Client: Memory Lane
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



VIP Installation
—
Option 1: Fully  Connected Ceiling 
Installation 
—
Date: 2015
Client: Le Chocolat
Location: Dubai, UAE—
This option acts as a ceiling installation covering the whole surface of 
the vip area. The aluminum ribbons are sliced vertically and hung on 
both ends, dropping from the center to create the curve effect.

The lighting - IP65 rated Warm LED systems - is embedded on the top, to 
the ceiling, illuminating the installation from above.

The ribbons drop at different levels, according to:

1) positioning of furniture
2) circulation of clients
3) POV from vitrine and other areas

The flow of the ribbons follows the function of the space, from back 
to front, therefore the sizes and concentration of the stripes is more 
condensed in the areas that are more visible and interactive with the 
visitors.



VIP Installation
—
Option 2: Stand Alone Clusters Of Fixtures

—
Made out of cylindrical individual fixtures from thing stainless steel or 
aluminum bands, this option is a more fluid and flexible option where the 
fixture are distributed on the surface of the area also according to the 
variables of the furniture layout, circulation and POV from vitrine, these 
factors also contribute in determining the size and hanging level of each 
of the fixtures.

Each fixture holds the lighting source within on the top level.

The lighting is IP65 rated Warm LED systems.



VIP Installation
—

Option 3: Ceiling Hanging Pipes 
at Different Heights

—
This option divides the layout into a grid of equally distanced hanging 
points carrying the customized stainless steel pipes of different lengths.

The pipes are composed of 2 parts;
• First part is a stainless steel pipe that varies in length according to 
location 
• Second part is a custom made decorative cylindrical stainless mirror 
object of a fixed height of 30cm*

The decorative part of the pipe could be extended onto full length in 
specific locations depending on visibility and budget.

GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Option 3: Customized pipes

 LENGTH OF STAINLESS STEEL
 PIPE VARIES ACCORDING TO
LOCATION IN THE LAYOUT

 THE LENGTH OF THE
 CUSTOMIZED
 DECORATIVE PARTS OF THE
 PIPE COULD BE ALSO
 CUSTOMIZED DEPENDING
 ON VISIBILITY IN THE SPACE
AND / OR BUDGET

 CUSTOM -MADE PART IS OF A
FIXED LENGTH OF 30CM

1A 2B1B2A

LED light bulb

THE TWO PARTS OF THE PIPE
 ARE ASSEMBLED THROUGH
 A THREADED OBJECT THAT
.CONNECTS BOTH PARTS

 THIS ELEMENT ALSO SERVES
 AS THE BULB FOR THE LED
LIGHT

GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Option 3

GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Option 2
Example of cylindrical cones and weaving technique

GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Option 2
Example of cylindrical cones and weaving technique

GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Option 2
Example of cylindrical cones and weaving technique



Iwan Maktabi
—
Date: 2015
Client: Iwan Maktab
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



Lighting Feature
—
• Moucharrabiya organic pattern
• Offset projection of glass layers
• Bronze glass layers
• Interaction with Sunlight during the day and LED light during night

—
Date: 2015
Client: Private
Location: Beirut, Lebanon



GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Option 1
Black steel cones with gunmetal finish with lighting strips engraved in them

GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Option 2
The cylinders are made out of weaved black steel weaved strips with the lighting strips weaved into them

Option 1: 
Multi-directional Lighting

Option 2: 
The cylinders are made out of weaved black steel 
weaved strips with the lighting strips weaved into them

Lighting Proposal Loft
Central Feature
—
The concept revolves around a central feature that is created at the 
intersection of different steel cables pulling in opposite directions and 
hooked at different planes.
The feature is a multi-directional lighting  fixture projecting lighting in 
different directions:
• Down towards living room 
• Up towards high ceiling
• On the surrounding walls
This technique will allow a 360 degrees projection of lighting in this 
specific space serving as a full lighting solution in the double ceiling 
area.

—
Date: 2016
Client: Private 
Location: Kuweit

GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Concept:

The concept revolves around a central 
feature that is created at the intersection 
of different steel cables pulling in opposite 
directions and hooked at different planes.

The feature is a multi-directional lighting 
fixture projecting lighting in different 
directions: 
 • Down towards living room
 • Up towards high ceiling 
 • On the surrounding walls

This technique will allow a 360 degrees 
projection of lighting in this specific space 
serving as a full lighting solution in the 
double ceiling area.

GHASSANSALAMEH.COM

Option 1: Multi-directinal Lighting



Restaurant Lighting 
Club Area
—
Date: 2016
Client: Chez Sami Le Deck
Location: Jounieh, Lebanon



—
Press



Tout d'abord, prouver qu'on peut faire de la déco d'avenir
avec des morceaux d'hier.Des morceaux bien choisis. Confier
la mise en scène des lieux à Hoda Baroudy et Maria Hibri,
les filles de Bokja, était donc une évidence. Elles qui, les
premières, ont redonné aux tissus anciens une nouvelle vie
en les assemblant avec goût et un flair infaillible pour en faire
des pièces d'ameublement uniques. Chacun de leur fauteuil
et canapé raconte une histoire où la poésie rencontre l'actualité.
À l'heure où dans les rues de la capitale libanaise on brûlait
les pneus pour s'exprimer, elles en ont fait des objets stylisés
pour dire "stop à la pollution qu’occasionne ce caoutchouc
qui part en fumée". On peut hurler ses griefs autrement qu'en
assassinant l'air du pays !

Aujourd'hui, elles persévèrent et lancent une collection qui
réutilise les toiles des camions "chader", récupérées et intégrées
dans des assemblages pour devenir des objets, magnifiquement
imparfaits. Broches de fleurs, tabliers, sacs de voyage, chaises,
tabourets… sont là pour raconter les voyages de ces camions
transportant fruits et légumes à travers le Liban. Dans les marques
et déchirures infligées par les éléments de la nature à ces toiles
"imperméables", les filles de Bokja ont vu de la poésie et les
ont traitées comme une peau humaine. Et pour que la boucle
soit bouclée, une partie des bénéfices de cette collection va
au profit de la Lebanese Food Bank, une ONG qui recueille
des colis alimentaires non desservis pour en faire profiter ceux
qui en ont besoin. 

Sous les
projecteurs 
Des installations
lumineuses, 
créées par l’artiste
Ghassan Salameh, 
éclairent les
panneaux Bokja.
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tastemakers
Middle East new designers , shopping with a top chef, and discovering the inspiring charity work of the FBMI in Afghanistan

They are young, talented and innovative. Meet the exciting Middle 
East-based product designers set to conquer the world
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GHASSAN SALAMEH, 
LEBANON 
Beirut’s rituals and complexities deeply inspire 
Ghassan Salameh to craft his conceptual and 
solution-oriented creations. “The environment 
I live in aff ects my work and identity; therefore 
my pieces are drawn from what I experienced 
growing up around craftsmen,” says Salameh, 
who holds a Master’s Degree in Design and 
Innovation from the European Design Labs in 
Madrid and runs his own studio in Beirut, 
which focuses on light furniture. Describing 
himself as an experimental artist with a 
mission to make a change and explore his 
identity, Salameh prefers to leave the form 
and outcome of a new project undecided. “I let 
my imagination take over the process and I 
try to push the boundaries as far as the 
execution allows,” he states. One of his 
ongoing explorations is the “Al Noor” light 
installation, exhibited during Beirut Design 
Week 2015. Composed of 16 handcrafted 
flexible tapestries, the installation can be seen 
at Iwan Maktabi’s stand at Design Days Dubai.

FA NTA STI C  FO U R
Words ANISHA PAMNANI
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Thank You

m: 00961 3 691 709
www.ghassansalameh.com

 The information and designs and concepts and sketches and products and ideas contained, attached and
 transmitted with this presentation and message are PRIVILEGED AND/OR CONFIDENTIAL and belong to
 Ghassan Salameh and are not to be shared or reproduced or copied. They are intended only for the individual
.or entity sent to directly or by written permission by Ghassan Salameh


